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6 days before the appointed period expired,
the master wheelwright went to see the
King. He had only one wheel with him.
Noticing this, the King said, “You have taken
nearly 6 months to make one wheel. Now
there are only 6 days left. Can you ﬁnish the
other
wheel in time?”
Today, I would like to discuss one of
the Buddha’s short sutras from the
The master wheelwright replied, “Yes, my
Anguttara Nikaya.
Lord.”
This discourse is normally referred to as
the Rathakara (Pacetana) Sutta or the
Chariot Maker Sutta. We may also call it
The Master Wheelwright Sutta. We may
even call it A Discourse on How to become
a Master of Minds because there the
Buddha talked about how we can master
our own minds.

Then, on the very last day, he returned to
the palace, this time with both wheels.
The King was puzzled.
He asked the master wheelwright, “I can’t
ﬁnd any difference between these 2 wheels.
Why did you take nearly 6 months to make
one wheel but only 6 days to ﬁnish the other one.”

When the Buddha was living at the Deer
Park at Isipatana near Sarnath, the place The master wheelwright replied, “Sir,
where he delivered his ﬁrst sermon, he actually, there are many differences
between these 2 wheels.”
told the monks a story.
Once there was a king called Pacetana.
One day, the King summoned his master
wheelwright to the palace and told him, “6
months from today, I’ll be going into battle.
I need a perfect pair of wheels for my chariot. Can you make a new pair of wheels for
me?”

“But I don’t see anything,” the King insisted.
The master wheelwright took the ﬁrst
wheel. He rolled it on the ground. It went
as far as the momentum could carry it, then
circled a few times and fell on the ﬂoor.

Dharma and the Stock Market
- see page 7

The wheelwright immediately said, “Yes, Teaching Children Mindful Awareness
your Majesty.” Of course, saying ‘no’ to a - see page 10
monarch, especially in those days, was not
an option.
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He did the same thing to the second wheel. It too rolled. But it did
not shake or circle. After rolling, it simply stopped dead in its tracks
as if it was ﬁxed on an axle.
The master wheelwright explained, “The one I rolled ﬁrst which I
made within 6 days was not perfectly made. Its spokes and hub
were crooked. The wood was not well-seasoned. Therefore, it did
not have perfect balance.

But the other wheel which took me 6 months minus 6 days to complete was perfectly made. The spokes and hubs were well placed.
The wood was well-seasoned. It’s a perfect wheel in every sense and
so it had perfect balance.”
Having related this simple story, the Buddha explained to the monks
its signiﬁcance.
The crooked wheel represented ordinary people who have
crookedness of body, speech and mind. Their nature is tainted with
imperfections.
By crookedness of the body, the Buddha was, of course, not
referring to physical deformities or ill health. He was talking about
the unskilful actions that ordinary human beings perform using
their bodies.
To have a perfect balance of our bodies, we need to practise
morality. We have to observe Buddhist precepts such as abstaining
from killing, stealing, adultery and other kinds of harmful actions.
Crookedness of our words refers to speech accompanied by cruel
thoughts, anger or greed. This includes harsh words, lying and
malicious rumours.
To avoid crookedness of our words, we have to abide by certain
principles. On the one hand, we abstain from harmful words that
hurt or harm others. On the other hand, we use beneﬁcial words,
words endowed with love and compassion that bring beneﬁt to both
ourselves and others.
Mental crookedness refers to thoughts that poison our minds.
Thoughts like greed, hatred and delusion which are mental
poisons. These mental afﬂictions cause our minds to lose balance
which can be harmful and dangerous.
To prevent crookedness of body, speech and mind, and to
regain balance, the Buddha taught us 2 types of meditation
- concentration meditation (samatha) and insight meditation
(vipassana).
Concentration meditation helps us to attain purity of mind. The
Buddha called this cetto vimmutti or freedom from all mental ills.
Cetto vimmutti is achieved by getting rid of evil thoughts.
However, cetto vimmuti is not complete freedom. It’s only a
temporary relief because the root of the impurities in our minds
– ignorance - has not been totally removed. That’s why it’s still
possible for people who have attained a high level of concentration
or jhana to revert back to their old bad habits.

According to Buddhist teachings,
complete freedom of the mind
can only be attained through
panna vimmutti or freedom
through wisdom. Wisdom is the
ability to see reality, to perceive
things as they really are, interdependent and impermanent.
To be totally free from
deﬁlements therefore requires
us to get rid of our tendency to
see things as independent and
permanent. Until we do this, we
are like the crooked wheel, liable
to wobble and collapse.
This sutra also shows us the
style usually adopted by the
Buddha when he taught. He
usually began with a simple
example which ordinary people
could easily understand and
relate to. Based on this example,
he then explained some profound
teachings.
In this sutra, for example, the
Buddha talked about wheels,
then he explained Dharma and
meditation.
The sutra also sends a powerful
message to meditators.
Meditators need to decide for
themselves what their objective
in practising meditation is. Do
they want to be like the crooked
wheel or the perfect wheel?
Perfection does not come so
easily. We need a lot of practice.
We have to be patient. We have
to take time.
However, we should not confuse
patience with procrastination.
People living in a big city like
Singapore have a tendency
to postpone spiritual practice
believing that they don’t have
any time for it or that it’s not
important to their lives.

“This sutra also sends a powerful
message to meditators”
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On the other hand, people who undertake
their spiritual practice seriously may also
have a problem of their own. They can’t wait
to see results.
But rushing is not helpful.
Of course, the Buddha did mention in
another sutra that people can attain the
ﬁrst stage of sainthood within 7 days.
Actually, there were monks in those days
who attained enlightenment just by hearing
some words uttered by the Buddha.
But this does not happen accidentally or
without causes. These people had the
capacity to make spiritual progress. They
acquired this ability through practice in
their previous lives.
When I say this, I’m wary that people may
take this to mean that they can give up
meditation because they had no meditation
experience in their previous lives. “Oh, I
don’t have much experience in my past life
so there’s no point in starting now!”
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But if we pause to review our practice
from time to time, say, since the time
we ﬁrst started our meditation practice
compared to our situation now, we may
be able to see quite clearly that we have
made some progress.
Indeed, if we are sincere, patient and
diligent in our spiritual practice, progress
is bound to follow, no matter how
gradually.
After all, we do have the Buddha’s
assurance, based on his own personal
experience, that –

‘Meditation, when augmented with moral
conduct, gives great fruit and great beneﬁt.
Wisdom, when augmented with meditation, gives
great fruit and great beneﬁt. The mind, when
augmented with wisdom, is completely freed
from the outﬂow of selfhood, that is the outﬂow
of sensuality, the outﬂow of becoming, the
outﬂow of views and the outﬂow of ignorance.’
Digha Nikaya

Giving up is the worst thing. We have to try.
But trying alone is not enough. We have to
put in the right effort because effort can be
right or wrong. Even to do good deeds, we
have to use right effort. Our intentions may
be good but ignorantly we may be doing the
wrong things.
What I want to stress here is that
impatiently expecting good results is
deﬁnitely not putting in right effort.
But if we take to heart the Buddha’s advice
to sincerely and diligently put into practice
his teachings, slowly but surely, we are
bound to make spiritual progress even
though the results may not be so evident at
ﬁrst sight.

Bhante B Dhammaratana
Religious Advisor
Buddhist Library
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Of Kids, Stocks and
Chariot Wheels
If you have no feelings about worldly things,
they are all Buddhism
If you have feelings about Buddhism,
it is a worldly thing
Zen proverb
In this issue, we feature an exciting,
innovative children’s training scheme
called the Innerkids Program. It aims
to nurture children’s ‘social, emotional,
physical and intellectual well-being’
in the broader context of fostering a
‘peaceful, harmonious and compassionate society’.
This programme has been running
successfully in California, USA, for
some time. It’s now being introduced
to Singapore.
Our interviewer, John Siak, speaks to
Susan Kaizer Greenland who developed
the programme and Wee Sin Tho,
who’s instrumental in importing it into
Singapore.
When I was ﬁrst told about this
programme by Sin Tho, it captured my
interest instantly.
Living in a traditional Buddhist country
like Thailand as I do, I witness at ﬁrst
hand how the pragmatic, dynamic
and compassionate teachings of the
Buddha have become fossilised and
trapped in a cocoon of culture,
superstitions, extraneous practices
and attachment to rites, rituals and
merit making. Indeed, the great Thai
Buddhist monk-reformer, Buddhadasa
Bhikkhu, once doubted whether the
Buddha himself, were he alive today,
would be able to recognise the religion
he founded.

Each year, hordes of Thais leave the religion of
their birth, believing it to be irrelevant to their
modern needs. They convert to other, perhaps
more skillfully packaged, religions, or, worse, lose
themselves in 21st century hedonism and consumerism.
Back in Singapore, the situation may not be
quite as dire. But each time, I attend a Dharma
teaching, the overwhelming sight of grey hair
and the corresponding absence of black hair isn’t
quite so reassuring either.
And so I readily welcome this programme.
I hasten to add, though, that the programme will
be conducted on a strictly secular basis. This is as
it should be because conversion has never been a
priority in Buddhism.
Indeed, if there’s any religion in the world that’s
specially suited to perform this secular role,
it’s Buddhism. Even Richard Dawkins, who
attacked religion in his best selling book, The
God Delusion, exempts Buddhism from its scope,
claiming that it’s more a way of life than a religion.
Take the famous Kalama Sutta.
When the Kalama people implored the Buddha
for guidance as to what religious practices they
should adopt, he did not ask them to pray to God,
or to him. Nor did he seize the golden opportunity
to convert them.
Rather the opposite.
He advised them to adopt and maintain a spirit of
inquiry and investigation. Not to accept ideas just
because those ideas are hallowed by, amongst
other things, tradition, scripture or the authority
of a teacher.
When these hallmarks of religion are discarded,
what then remains?
A pragmatic and beneﬁcial life principle that
anyone with an objective mindset can readily
accept.
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‘…after observation and analysis, when you ﬁnd that
anything agrees with reason and is conducive to the
good and the beneﬁt of one and all, then accept it and
live up to it.’

And guess what graces page 223 of a new
best seller entitled Trend Following written
by Michael W Covel? The Buddha’s famous
words in the Kalama Sutta.

I welcome the Innerkids Program not only because
it’s addressed to the most important people in society
– kids – but also because it introduces to these
impressionable young minds, untainted by baggage
and ideology, the positive values of mindfulness,
loving kindness, compassion, empathetic joy and
equanimity. Not to mention a focused mind and the
Kalama spirit of investigation and inquiry.

In his regular column, Bhante Says, in
this issue, our Bhante B Dhammaratana
explains The Master Wheelwright Sutta, a
short discourse in which the Buddha drew
an analogy between an enlightened mind
and a chariot wheel perfectly created by a
master wheelwright.

In Buddhism, we can trace these core teachings to the
ﬁrst 2 of the 3 segments of the Noble Eightfold Path
(ethics and concentration). The Noble Eightfold Path,
of course, is the complete path to enlightenment
taught by the Buddha.
Unfortunately, in a country like Thailand,
understanding the core teachings of the Buddha and
practising them often plays second ﬁddle to merit
making, rites and rituals and propitiation of spirits.
Ironically, despite its secular bent, an initiative like the
Innerkids Program has the potential to resuscitate
Buddhism in its traditional homeland because, if it
succeeds, its success encourages Buddhists to take a
second look at the religion of their birth.
Of course, the Innerkids Program is not the ﬁrst to
adopt Buddhist ideas in a secular way. Psychotherapy
and mind science research are 2 areas of human
inquiry that have interacted with Buddhism
successfully in recent years.
This is hardly surprising because, if we put our minds
to it, we can see that the Dharma permeates every
aspect of life.
Take something as ‘unspiritual’ as trading on the
stock exchange.
In this issue, we carry an article by a trader
explaining how trading in the stock market can be,
despite its reputation, in and of itself, a spiritual
practice.
You can read all about this in Tjiep Hoe’s article. I
need only point out here that, in recent times, more
and more books about trading and investing in
stocks and shares, written by successful traders,
are beginning to resemble Dharma books. They
talk about patience, mindfulness, equanimity, the
importance of containing our egos, even compassion
and morality, as essential prerequisites of a
successful trader.

Bhante stresses the importance of right
effort and patience in spiritual training and
explains the crucial difference between
concentration meditation and wisdom
meditation.
Only wisdom can lead us to enlightenment.
Wisdom in the Buddhist sense, as Bhante
points out, is the ‘ability to see reality, to
perceive things as they really are, interdependent and impermanent.’
Wisdom meditation comprises the 3rd and
last segment of the Noble Eightfold Path. It
complements the ﬁrst 2 segments (ethics
and concentration).
Wisdom is a quintessentially Buddhist
component of the Path, the Buddha’s unique
discovery. In other words, wisdom, in the
Buddhist sense, or, at least, subscribing to
the notion and hoping to achieve it one day,
is what makes a Buddhist a Buddhist.
Hence it forms no part of the Innerkids
Program’s curriculum. The kids who
participate in the Innerkids Program
will therefore never be in any danger of
becoming Buddhists!
But they can, and hopefully will, one day,
become, as rich as successful as traders on
the stock exchange, or, as skillful as master
chariot wheel makers (or nuclear physicists,
for that matter).
More importantly, if they’ve not forgotten
what the Innerkids Program taught them,
they could also be balanced, focused,
compassionate, and responsible adult
members of tomorrow’s world.
As always, I wish you pleasant reading.
Chwee Beng
Editor
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BL

Events

Sunday Dharma School Outing - Our
students have a day of fun and learning
at Marina Barrage on 21 April 2009.

Mother’s Day - BL honours Mothers
with a Lunch at Grand Court Vegetarian
Restaurant on Mother’ Day (17 May 2009).
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ARTICLE
Dharma and the Stock Market
by Tjiep Hoe
At ﬁrst glance, the title seems to be a
contradiction in terms.
One is the arena of capitalism, greed and
unadulterated materialism. The other
advocates the spiritual and
non-materialistic path.
However, as I read more books on the stock
market and ﬁnancial trading, I get the
strange feeling that some of the concepts
taught in these books seem to come right
out of Dharma teachings.
To me, the stock and ﬁnancial markets
are a distilled version of life, albeit more
concentrated and fast moving than ‘real life’.
They are a vital part of the economic life of
the more developed societies worldwide and
they affect the everyday lives of millions of
people .
The Dharma, on the other hand, is a
mirror of reality itself manifested in human
experience and activities.
Logically, therefore, should not the
Dharma also apply, with equal force, to the
ﬁnancial markets? In particular, would the
application of Dharma principles make us
better traders and investors?

Interestingly, top traders and investors emphasise the
importance of the psychological and emotional over
trading signals, indicators and ‘secret methods’ that most
beginning traders are obsessed about.
To reinforce this, I ﬁnd that among traders I know,
there’s a wide disparity in the level of success among
practitioners of similar methods. There are rich and poor
fundamental traders as well as rich and poor technical
traders. There clearly is something else besides trading
methodology that determines success.
The reality is that the trading business is deceptively
simple but actually very difﬁcult, with a lasting success
rate of around 10%.
It’s like the success rate of dieters. Losing weight is
deceptively simple in theory too - eat less, exercise more.

Most books on trading and investing
concentrate on the ‘nuts and bolts’ of trading The key to trading success is similarly theoretically
simple. Let your proﬁts run, cut your losses quickly.
strategy and analysis through a myriad of
methods that include fundamental and
But the outcome of any human activity ultimately depends
technical analysis.
on the person undertaking it, and the emotions, fears and
shortcomings that are part of his or her being. After a
Some teach serious applied economic
certain point, it is all mental.
theory, balance sheet analysis and the like,
and use complex mathematical models.
Fear, greed, delusion, ego and ignorance are universal
Others teach charting, Fibonacci, and
problems. But they are particularly magniﬁed when put
astrological methods.
in the context of the stock market and trading.
There are, however, books and studies that
For instance, fear and greed drive the stock market.
touch on the psychological, emotional and
spiritual aspects of trading, notably titles
The fear of loss or of seeing a losing trade turn around
by Alexander Elder and Mark Douglas. The
after we have ‘cut loss’ or of missing out on the last
Market Wizards series by Jack Schwager
cent in a stock’s advance, and its mirror image, greed,
consists of interviews with top traders and
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator by Edwin are arguably the main reasons why otherwise rational,
intelligent people do irrational things. Things that I’ve
LeFevre chronicles the life story of Jesse
been guilty of many times myself.
Livermore, the great speculator.
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Our ego prevents us from admitting – and, hence,
correcting - our mistakes or asking for help. It also
amazes me that we often buy stocks in companies
and do not even know what they do. Ego also
prohibits us from seeking advice from those who
are more knowledgeable or experienced than
ourselves.
In Trade with Passion and Purpose, Whistler, a full
time trader and, I suspect, a Buddhist, advocates
that traders start with a Purpose Center or Mission
Statement, so that we know what we hope to
achieve by trading and what we are going to do to
achieve our aim.
Then we need the knowledge and preparation
required for the activity and to keep our mind
focussed on the present (now) rather than the past
or future.
This strikes me as a quintessentially Buddhist
notion, most strikingly emphasised in the Zen
tradition. Interestingly, the cover of Whistler’s book
shows a samurai wielding his sword in intense
concentration.
Focussing on the present moment prevents us from
succumbing to irrational fears and regrets. It ﬁrmly
roots us in the present reality.
Once we’re clear and focussed on the present, it’s
also easier to handle stress. We don’t worry about
what may happen in the future. We recognise that
both bull and bear markets must end at some time.
Besides the skills directly involved with the analysis
and execution of trading in stocks, shares and other
ﬁnancial instruments, the skills and attributes
that we need are actually those that we learn from
Dharma class. We do need to develop the skills
and cultivate the knowledge necessary to engage in
trading, but after we’ve acquired the requisite level
of skill, it is all internal and within our own mind.

‘Irrespective of whether the markets are the result
of a random walk, of a pattern, of cycles, or a
product of chaos, we make our proﬁt by controlling
the only element we can realistically control –
ourselves.’
Daryl Guppy – Market Trading Tactics

“ It is not a selﬁsh activity in that helping a
friend become successful does not deprive
us of our own share of success.”

We should next try to understand the true
nature of the stock market and the business of
trading. The stock market was established so
that companies could expand their businesses
and raise capital by selling shares or fractional
ownership of their enterprises to investors
who have excess capital. The nature of the
stock market is that of a marketplace and not
a casino.This means investing in a business,
and not ‘gambling’ or ‘betting’. An example is
Warren Buffet, who invests in companies rather
than trade in stocks, acting according to the
nature of the market and becoming the most
successful investor of our time in the process.
For those like me, without the deep pockets and
the long time horizon of Mr Buffett, the nature
of trading rather than the nature of the market
is more important. While it is an immensely
competitive activity, ‘prizes’ are given to all
those who are proﬁtable, not only the top 3
(gold, silver and bronze) or any limited number.
It is not a selﬁsh activity in that helping a friend
become successful does not deprive us of our
own share of success. To be a successful trader,
we do not need to ‘beat’ the market, we just
have to go along with where it wants to go. We
cannot impose our will or logic or ego on what
the market ‘should’ do. The market will tell all
those willing to listen where it is going.
And so being a trader is not incompatible with
being a Buddhist. There’s nothing which a
trader does that, in essence, violates Dharma
principles in engaging in ‘haram’ or prohibited
activities. An investor should of course not
invest in a company that conducts itself
badly or whose activities breach Buddhist
principles. Buying shares in a company means
participating in the company’s fortunes and its
activities.
I’m convinced that Dharma principles, if
sincerely and diligently applied, would make
us better traders, just as they can also help
people improve their performance in sports and
the arts and any other human activity.
But, in the ﬁnal analysis, we do need to realise
that the aim of trading is very different from
the aim of practising the Dharma. So as we go
along, we should review and revise our Purpose
Centre, especially after reaching important
milestones. If that means that, at some point,
we should renounce the idea of being a trader,
even a fabulously successful one, in order to
progress along the Dharma path, so be it.
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Handing Over of Medical Supplies - Kong Meng San Phor Kark See Monastery
and BL hand over medical supplies to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Health, Sri Lanka at Bellanwila Mahavihara, Colombo for Victims of
Sri Lanka’s Terrorist Conﬂict on 26 May 2009.

BL

Events

Bhikku Sanghasena speaks on
‘Compassion in Action: Transforming
lives in the Himalayas’ at BL on 30 May 2009.
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INTERVIEWS
Innerkids Program Interview 1
The Innerkids Program, which originated in California,
USA, is a scheme to develop in children and teens
(pre-school to pre-university) ‘mindful awareness’,
deﬁned as a ‘non-reactive, clear, compassionate way of
living’ through games and activities.
Wee Sin Tho realised that in a highly competitive,
achievement oriented, materialistic society like
Singapore, such guidance and experience is exactly
what is needed to restore focus, balance and meaning
to our children’s stressful lives. He’s worked tirelessly
with Susan Kaiser Greenland (who developed the
Program) to import it into Singapore.
John Siak interviewed both of them by email.
Susan Kaiser Greenland

Can you brieﬂy describe to our readers what the
Innerkids Program is and what it aims to achieve?
To promote a more peaceful, harmonious and
compassionate society, the InnerKids Program nurtures
children’s social, emotional, physical and intellectual
well-being, by teaching secular, and age-appropriate
mindful awareness to children, teens and families. We
have chosen to focus on cultivating mindful awareness
in children because brain plasticity is greatest during the
developmental periods of childhood. Hence, nurturing
social, emotional, physical and intellectual well-being
early in the lifespan is likely to yield the greatest impact
on mental health and well-being.

What basically is the difference between the way this
Program addresses the problems of ADHD (attention
deﬁcit hyperactive disorder) children and the way these
children are treated conventionally?
We don’t approach working with children who have
ADHD, (or any diagnosis frankly) any differently than we
approach the general population. The general rule is to
work with the child who is in front of you now, in the way
that is most helpful to him or her right now.
Kids on the less-regulated side of the attentional
spectrum (those with ADHD for example) are not always
distracted. For instance, sometimes they are hyperfocused, and sometimes they are in a wonderful creative
mindset.

When we work with them, we choose different
practices (or games and activities) depending on
how they’re behaving during class. If a child is
quite distracted, we use practices that develop
concentration or focused attention skills. (For
instance, listening to the sound of a tone and raising
your hand when the sound fades away)
If a child is having trouble sitting still, we practice
mindfulness while moving - so that they can develop
concentration and focus attention skills even though
it’s uncomfortable for them to sit still.
If a child is hyper-focussed, and has a hard time
pulling attention away from something (a video
game for example) we work on skills that develop a
more receptive - or wider frame of attention, or on
practices that develop positive relationships with
other people and the community at large.

Please give our readers an example of a case
where the Program has been able to help a child
overcome his attention problems.
There are many, many examples of times where
children have used mindfulness to help them
settle down before taking a test, or settle in to
work on an extended project either at home or
at school. Issues of attentional regulation also
affect a child’s social skills and the use of breath
awareness to calm down when you’re over-excited
(not necessarily upset but simply over stimulated)
has been of great beneﬁt to many children, teens,
and their parents.
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Has there been any case where, from your point of
view, the Program has failed to achieve its intended
purpose?

Thus I see mindfulness of breathing as a 3 step
process of introspection, understanding, and
application which includes community service.

Not really, but the issue of parental or school buy-in is
critical.

There are Buddhist scholars (Alan Wallace for
example) who, I believe it’s fair to say, would agree
with this approach. But there may be others who
see mindfulness of breathing as focusing on the
introspective process alone.

Kids are very attuned to what their parents and teachers
are thinking and feeling about a program, especially
young children. So if a classroom teacher or parent has
doubts about the efﬁcacy of a program it can impact
how the children buy-in (or whether they buy-in).
That being said, in 2 of the 3 research studies conducted
over the past 3 years at UCLA there have been examples
of one class each year where there was a question as to
how much a classroom teacher or parents bought-in to
the program. In both those cases the students showed
beneﬁt (even in the teacher’s reports themselves)
regardless of whether or not there was buy-in.

How is the kind of mindfulness training taught in
this Program different from the Buddhist meditation
practice of mindfulness of the breath?
The language is quite different, every word is carefully
considered from the point-of-view of secularization.
Otherwise, it really depends on how you view the
Buddha’s teachings on mindfulness of in and out
breathing.
In my perspective, that teaching includes and
emphasises 3 components - the introspective
experience itself, understanding that experience, and
then taking what you’ve seen through introspective, and
now understand, out into the world with an intention to
be of service.

How do you initially get the children to sit down
quietly, given their active state of mind?
We teach our teachers to do 3 things when working
with kids (a) to keep it simple (b) to keep it fun and (c)
to keep their sense of humor. If the work isn’t fun - at
least some of the time - kids won’t want to do it.
In addition, we always make it clear that mindfulness
can help you manage real-life situations even
challenging ones. So long as kids see applications for
mindfulness in their lives - we approach mindfulness
in a playful way, and teachers/students and their
parents have realistic expectations for what a child
can accomplish given his or her age - we generally
don’t have problems with buy-in.

Part of the training aims to help children to be kind
and compassionate to others. How is this developed
under the Program?
Through secularzation of the ‘Four Immeasurables’
practices (loving kindness (which we call sending
friendly wishes), sympathetic joy, equanimity, and
compassion) - and through building awareness of
other people and the world around them.
Through practices that develop awareness of what’s
happening outside of us (other people and in our
environment) children quickly see the truth of
interconnection, interdependence and impermanence
- understanding those key concepts helps children
understand the importance of kindness and
compassion - and to be frank, it also helps them
understand how being kind and compassionate can
help them in real-life situations (even challenging
situations).

Does the Program employ activities such as
play acting and music?
We sing a lot - but we don’t act or do
dramatic play.
Thank you so much, Susan.
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Innerkids Program Interview 2

The ‘net’ universe is where kids I think ‘live’ these
days. That is where the ‘pressure’ is coming from
most forcibly, aside from parents and school.
I am conﬁdent that if properly shared in
Singapore, the Program will have the same
beneﬁts as it has shown in the USA.

Although the Program is based on Buddhist
meditation practices, it will be taught on a nonreligious basis. Can you explain why this is so?

WEE SIN THO

What initially got you interested in the Innerkids Program?
I ﬁrst heard about the Program from Dr Alan Wallace when
he visited us last December.
I liked the idea of applying mindful awareness to teachers
(who have to interact with children on a daily basis) as well
as kids and teens (who are growing up in what David M. Levy
labels as an ‘information environmental crisis’) on a secular
basis. The mind after all needs to be ‘well-balanced’.

Why do you think it is suitable for introduction to
Singapore?
It is secular and developed for kids, in particular. I think
young children have a much more non-judgmental mind than
adults, and I believe this is universal.
However, the Program is based on the Buddha’s teachings
and I think culturally Singaporeans will have an afﬁnity with
the philosophy and holistic approach.

One of the biggest problems faced by Singaporean students
is the constant pressure from the home and the school to
excel, not only in studies, but also in other activities. How
can the Program help in this regard?
I think the pressure is not only from the home and school,
but also in the ‘environment’, the ‘environment’ in the sense
of information space.
This is substantially the consequence of the IT revolution.
How much time do kids spend on the PC these days? Some
even ‘create’ a ‘second life’ !

I think a secular approach to the Four
Foundations of Mindfulness, the Buddha’s
discourse on which the Program was based
on, makes it suitable and, I would even say
appropriate, for the global community.
The Program was developed in the US by the
co-founders and intended for the US community.
The approach makes good sense in any secular
society.

What feedback have you received from the
InnerKids Programme Training Course held in
Singapore in June 2009?
If you are referring to the response to the
Program for trainers, I think it has been way
beyond my expectation and hope. Susan and I
were targetting to train no more than 25 to 30
people. On last count, we have more than 150
people who have registered for the 2 sessions
we had decided to run. Let’s say we have a happy
problem.

What future plans, do you have, if any, with
regard to this Program?
The intention is to ﬁnd out how the participants of
the Program feel about it.
If the Program is well-received and the
participants want to continue to apply and develop
it for the local community, we will see how we
can continue to offer the Program. It would be
wonderful if our schools in Singapore make the
InnerKids Program part of its curriculum.
Our plan is to organise a residential Kids Camp
during the December school holidays. This
will give those trained in the coming InnerKids
Trainers’ Course the opportunity to work with
children in a real life setting. Susan will be visiting
again to provide supervision and guidance.
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There’s More to Dying
than Death - A Buddhist
Perspective
Author: Lama Shenpen Hookham
Publisher: Windhorse Publications (2006)
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According to the author –

So my intention is to give an account of the Buddhist
perspective on death that will increase people’s
conﬁdence and provide practical guidelines on what
they can do for themselves and for others when the time
comes.

Reviewed by Kim Li
I must admit upfront that I had high expectations
from this book.
Death and the Buddhist perspective of viewing
death and the dissolution process have intrigued
me ever since I ﬁrst read Sogyal Rinpoche’s
The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying. And I’m
currently also reading (albeit extremely slowly)
The Tibetan Book of the Dead edited by Graham
Coleman and Thupten Jinpa.

Bardol Thodol which can also be translated
as Liberation Through Hearing or in this case,
Tibetan Book of the Dead, is primarily a text that
has its roots in Tibetan Nyingma literature. It is a
text that describes, and is intended to guide one
through, the experience after death, during the
interval between death and rebirth, and rebirth
itself.
Of the 3 books, I personally prefer The Tibetan
Book of Living and Dying but I feel that that is
only because of my own karmic inclination.

There’s More to Dying than Death is primarily
a book written for westerners with limited or
perhaps no experience with Buddhist teachings.

Taken in this context, I feel that the book is well written
with a clear gradual introduction to death and the
various processes (from birth to death and during death
itself). It also explains what one can do for others when
they are going through the death process. There is also a
chapter on planning for one’s own death.
It is not the intention of the book to be morbid about
death. It is more of a practical approach so that when
death knocks on our door, we are better prepared and
not in a state of shock or denial which will then impede
our death process and perhaps rebirth. By describing the
dissolution process at death, if we are able to recognise
part of it, perhaps we will be able to remember the
teachings and apply them accordingly so that we will not
die with extreme fear or attachment.
I ﬁnd that death is something that most people avoid
thinking about so this book is good in that it tackles
head-on that avoidance by reﬂecting on the fear and how
we can open our hearts even while we are alive.
There were times when I attended funerals with a
feeling of helplessness as I was unable to console my
friends in their times of grief and also when I reﬂected
on the fact that I too will die one day. I believe that I’m
not alone in such feelings. Hence I feel that this book
will be good for those who wish to learn more or better
understand how we can help others in their times of
grief.
In brief (because I feel this subject is extremely
challenging), this book makes a good read for those who
wish to understand more about the death process, the
intermediate state and the rebirth process. It deals with
the various topics in a manner that makes it not too dry.
It’s well written for people to be able to relate to, yet it is
careful not to be presumptuous or simplistic about the
entire process.
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⽙ᅫ䇮䇁

䖭ϔᳳˈ៥Ӏᇚ䅼䆎㊒ᔽⱘǃ߯ᛣⱘܓス䆁㒗䇒ˈ
ৡি,QQHUNLGV䅵ߦǄᅗᮼҢᆑᑓⱘሖ䴶ˈ㚆ܓス
ⱘĀ⼒Ѹǃᚙ㒾ǃ䑿ԧϢᱎ㛑ⱘܼع៤䭓āˈҢ㗠ᓎゟϔ
ϾĀᑇǃ䇤ঞᚆⱘ⼒ӮāǄ
䖭Ͼ䅵ߦᮽࠡᏆ㕢ࡴᎲপᕫ៤ࡳˈབҞ㹿ᓩܹᮄࡴ
വǄ

ⱘ⹂ˈབᵰϪϞ᳝ӏԩᅫᬭ䗖ড়ᡂⓨ㵡ܹ⼒Ӯⱘ㾦
㡆ˈ䙷ᑨ䆹ᰃԯᬭǄेՓᰃ᳒݊⬙䫔кĀ7KH*RG
'HOXVLRQāЁߏᅫᬭֵӄⱘ5LFKDUG'DZNLQVˈг
䅸Ўԯᬭϡᰃϔ㠀ⱘᅫᬭˈᅗڣᰃ⫳⌏ⱘϔ⾡ᮍ
ᓣǄ
ህᣓ㨫ৡⱘवᢝ⥯㒣˄.DODPD6XWWD˅ᴹ䇈৻ʽ
ᔧवᢝ⥯Ҏህᑨ䆹ׂᄺાϾᅫᬭⱘ䯂乬ˈ㗠ᙇ∖ԯ
䰔ᣛᓩᯊˈԯ䰔ᑊ≵᳝িҪӀএϞᏱ⽋ਞˈг≵
িҪӀ㝰ᢰҪǄҪг≵䍕ℸ䲒ᕫᴎӮᬍবҪӀⱘֵ
ӄǄ
ⳌডⱘˈҪࡱҪӀݏ䆶䯂偠䆕ⱘ㊒⼲ˈϡ㽕
Ў䙷ѯ㾖ᗉ㹿Ӵ㒳ǃ㒣᭛ᴗ࿕ㄝ㾚Ў⼲ˈህ䱣
ᛣফᅗǄ
ᔧ䖭ѯᅫᬭⱘ⡍ᕕ㹿ᨦᓗᯊˈ៥Ӏ䖬࠽ϟҔМ˛

៥Ӏⱘ䞛䆓㗙-RKQ 6LDNৠ,QQHUNLGV䅵ߦⱘ䆒䅵㗙6XVDQ
.DL]HU *UHHQODQGᇚПᏺࠄᮄࡴവⱘ:HH 6LQ 7KRњ ेᅲ䰙᳝ⲞѢ⫳⌏ⱘॳ߭ˈ䙷гᰃӏԩৃᅶ㾖ⳟ
ᕙџ⠽ⱘҎ䛑㛑✊ফⱘǄ
ϔ↉䆓䇜Ǆ
ᔧ6LQ 7KR佪៥ҟ㒡䖭ϔ䅵ߦᯊˈᅗゟेᓩ䍋៥ⱘ݈
䍷Ǆ
⫳⌏⋄ڣ䖭ḋⱘӴ㒳ԯᬭᆊ䞠ˈ៥҆ⴐⳂⵍњԯ䰔
ᅲ䰙ǃ⏅ߛϢᚆⱘᬭ䇆ˈབԩ㹿ˈ࣪ۉ⠶⠶ফೄѢ᭛࣪
П㣻ˈᑊ៤≝䝝Ѣ⼐㡖ǃҾᓣϢ∖পࡳᖋㄝ䗋ֵϢϡⳌ
ᑆⱘׂᣕ䞠Ǆ䲒ᗾӳⱘԯᬭᬍ䴽㗙ԯՓ↨Ϭг᳒ᛳˈ
བᵰԯ䰔ᴀҎ⫳⌏⦄Ҟⱘ⋄ˈҪг䆌ݡг᮴⊩䕼䅸㞾
Ꮕ᠔߯ゟⱘᅫᬭǄ
↣ϔᑈ䛑᳝ϡᇥ⋄Ҏ㞾ߎ⫳ᓔྟህᏆ㒣㜅⾏њԯᬭˈ
ЎҪӀ䅸Ўԯᬭᰃԭⱘˈ᮴⊩⒵䎇ҪӀⱘ⦄ᅲ䳔∖ǄҪ
Ӏ䕀㗠ᬍֵ䙷ѯࣙ㺙䕗Ў䇅Ҏⱘᅫᬭˈ㊳ⱘᰃˈ᳝ѯ⫮
㟇䗋༅Ϫ㑾ⱘѿФϢ⍜䌍ЏН䞠Ǆ
ᮄࡴവⱘᚙৃމ㛑≵䙷М㊳Ǆৃᰃᔧ៥↣এԯ⊩䆆ᑻ
ᯊˈߎᐁⱘ䫊থᮣҎቅҎ⍋ˈ㗠ᑈ䕏Ҏैᆹᆹ᮴ˈ䖭г
ᰃⳌᔧҸҎᢙᖻⱘџǄ

ĀĂ㒣䖛㾖ᆳϢߚᵤˈᔧᙼথ⦄ӏԩॳ⧚ᰃড়⧚㗠
জ㛑Ў㞾ᏅҪҎᏺᴹད໘Ϣ߽Ⲟᯊˈህৃҹ
ফᅗǃሹ㸠ᅗǄā
៥䖢,QQHUNLGV䅵ߦˈϡাЎ݊ᇍ䈵ᰃ⼒Ӯ
ऴ᭄ⱘᄽスˈгЎ䖭乍䅵ߦ᠔☠䕧ⱘℷ䴶Ӌؐ
㾖Ǆᄽスⱘᖗᱎৃลᗻᵕ催ˈҪӀ≵᳝ࣙ㺅ˈг䖬
≵᳝ফᛣ䆚ᔶᗕⱘᕅડ˗䖭Ͼ䅵ߦᇚ᳝ࡽѢ☠䕧
՟བ䄺㾝ǃᚆǃ䱣୰ПФঞᑇㄝᖗㄝℷ䴶ⱘӋؐ
㾖ˈ݊Ёᔧ✊䖬ࣙᣀ䲚Ёঞवᢝ⥯㒣᠔ᦤⱘ䆶
䯂偠䆕㊒⼲Ǆ
ԯᬭˈ䖭ѯЏ㽕ⱘᬭНৃҹᔦ㒇ܿℷ䘧ⱘѠ
ϝ↉䞠ˈ䙷ѯ᳝݇ક㸠ᅮॄⱘׂᣕǄᔧ✊ˈ
ԯ䰔᠔ᬭᇐⱘܿℷ䘧ᠡᰃ⒵ⱘ៤ԯП䘧Ǆ
ϡᑌⱘᰃˈ⋄ڣ䖭ḋⱘᆊˈ䆌Ҏ䗮ᐌ㾚䗑∖
ࡳᖋǃ⼐㡖ǃҾᓣঞ䗋ֵ⼲♉↨њ㾷ԯ䰔ⱘᬭᇐ
ձ⊩༝㸠䞡㽕Ǆ

ℸˈ៥䴲ᐌ䖢䖭Ͼ䅵ߦǄ
៥㽕㸹ˈܙ䖭䅵ߦᰃѢϹḐⱘϪ֫⸔Ϟᠻ㸠ⱘǄ䖭
ᰃড়⧚ⱘˈЎԯᬭҢᴹ䛑ϡҹᬍব߿ҎⱘֵӄЎЏ䇗Ǆ

䆑ࠎⱘᰃˈሑㅵফࠄϪ֫࣪ᗱᛇⱘᕅડˈڣ
,QQHUNLGV䖭ḋⱘ䅵ߦҡ᳝┰㛑ˈৃ䅽ԯᬭӴ㒳
ⱘԯᬭᆊ݈ˈЎབᵰ䅵ߦপᕫ៤ࡳˈ䖭ᇚ哧
ࢅԯᬭᕦ䞡ᮄ䅸䆚䖭ϾҪӀߎϪेֵ༝ⱘᅫᬭǄ
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ᔧ✊ˈ,QQHUNLGVᑊ䴲佪ϾҹܹϪ⊩ᓩ⫼ԯᬭὖᗉ
ⱘ䅵ߦǄᖗ⧚⊏⭫⾥ᄺ㊒⼲ⷨお䖭ϸϾ乚ඳ䖥ᑈᴹ
г៤ࡳϢԯᬭѸ⌕Ǆ

䞡㽕ⱘᰃˈབᵰҪӀ≵᳝ᖬњ,QQHUNLGV䅵ߦ᠔ᬭᇐ
ⱘϰ㽓ˈҪӀᇚᴹᇚ㛑៤ЎϔϾᑇ㸵ǃ䲚Ёᔎǃᚆ
ᆠ᳝䋷ӏᛳⱘ៤ҎǄ

䖭гϡ༛ᗾˈབᵰ㒚ᛇˈ៥Ӏϡ䲒থ⦄ԯ⊩⏫䗣⫳⌏
ⱘ↣Ͼሖ䴶Ǆ

ᕔᐌϔḋˈ⼱ᙼ䯙䇏ᛝᖿǄ

՟བϡᅫᬭᗻ䋼ⱘ㙵⼼Ѹᯧ⌏ࡼǄ
䖭ϔᳳ䞠ˈ᳝ϔ㆛⬅ϧϮѸᯧਬ᠔᪄ⱘݭ᭛ゴˈਞ
䆝៥Ӏ㙵⼼Ѹᯧ㱑✊ⳟ䍋ᴹϢׂ㸠᮴݇ˈ݊ᅲгৃҹ
៤Ўׂ㸠ⱘ䗨ᕘǄ
ᙼৃҹ䯙䇏7MLHS +RHⱘ᭛ゴǄ៥াᛇℸਞ䆝ᙼϔ
Ͼ⦄䈵ˈ᳔䖥ⳟࠄ䆌៤ࡳⱘѸᯧਬ᠔㨫ⱘк㈡
䞠ˈϡ䲒থ⦄ԯ⊩ⱘ䏾ᕅǄᅗӀᦤࠄ㗤ᗻǃℷᗉǃᑇ
ㄝᖗǃᚆǃ䘧ᖋҹঞ⍜ޣ៥ᠻⱘ䞡㽕ᗻˈ䖭ѯ䛑ᰃ
៤ЎϔϾ៤ࡳѸᯧਬ᠔ᑨⱘއܜᴵӊǄ
ᙼⶹ䘧ˈ呺˄ܟ0LFKDHO : &RYHO˅㨫ⱘ᳔⬙䫔
кĀ7UHQG
)ROORZLQJā䞠ˈߎ⦄ҔМহᄤਸ਼˛ⱘ
⹂ˈ䙷ᰃԯ䰔वᢝ⥯㒣᠔ᡍ⼎ⱘৡ㿔Ǆ
Ā⊩Ꮬⱘ䆱āᷣⳂ䞠ˈ䖒ᨽᢝ䖒䙷⊩Ꮬ㾷䞞᳝݇
7KH0DVWHU:KHHOZULJKW6XWWD˄᱖䆥˖䔺ࠊ䗴ଚ
㒣˅Ǆ䖭䚼㒣䞠༈ˈԯ䰔ҹ㾝ᙳⱘᖗᱎˈ䔺ࠊ
䗴ଚ᠔ࠊⱘᅠ㕢䔺䔺䕂↨ஏǄ
⊩Ꮬᔎ䇗ℷ㊒䖯Ϣᖡ䖅ׂᣕⱘ䞡㽕ᗻˈᑊ㾷䇈⽙
ᅮ FRQFHQWUDWLRQ
PHGLWDWLRQ 㾖 ZLVGRP
PHGLWDWLRQ Џ㽕ϡৠП໘Ǆ
া᳝㠀㢹ৃҹᣛᓩ៥Ӏ䖜ᱎঞ㾝ᙳП䘧Ǆ⊩Ꮬᣛ
ߎˈԯᬭЁⱘᱎᰃᣛĀᅲ㾖ⱘ㛑ǃᅲ㾖џ⠽ⱘᴀ
ᴹ䴶Ⳃǃ䅸⏙ϔߛ᮴⊩⣀ゟᄬҹঞ᮴ᐌǄā
ᱎ㾖ࣙϝঞ᳔ৢϔ↉ⱘܿℷ䘧ǄᅗϢࠡϸ↉
˄ક㸠ℷᗉ˅Ⳍ䕙Ⳍ៤Ǆ
ᱎᰃԯᬭᕦൟⱘׂ㸠៤ߚˈгᰃԯ䰔ⱘ⣀⡍থ
⦄Ǆᤶ㿔Пˈᱎᰃ䑿Ўԯᬭᕦϡৃ㔎ⱘܗ㋴Ǆ
ԯᬭⱘὖᗉ䞠ˈԯᬭᕦ㟇ᇥг㽕ᖗᣕᱎⱘ⧚ᗉˈᏠ
ᳯ᳝ᳱϔ᮹ৃҹⳳℷ䖒៤Ǆ
ᅗᑊ≵᳝ࣙᣀ,QQHUNLGV䅵ߦⱘᬭᴤ䞠ˈℸখϢ
ᄺд,QQHUNLGV䅵ߦⱘᇣᄽϡᄬ៤Ўԯᬭᕦⱘৃ㛑
ᗻǄ
ϡ䖛ˈҪӀৃҹˈгᏠᳯ᳝ϔˈৃҹབ㙵⼼Ѹᯧ᠔
ⱘѸᯧਬ㠀ᆠ㺩៤ࡳˈ㗙བ䔺䔺䕂ࠊ㗙˄
៤ЎḌᄤ⠽⧚ᄺᆊㄝ˅㠀ˈᥠᦵ催䍙ᡔᎻǄ

&KZHH%HQJ
㓪䕥
↨བ䖭䚼㒣ˈԯ䰔䆆䕂ᄤৢ֓㾷䞞ԯ⊩Ϣ⽙ׂǄ䖭䚼㒣гৠᯊ㒭⽙ׂ㗙ϔϾ
䞡㽕ⱘ䆃ᙃǄ
⽙ׂ㗙㽕㛑㞾ᏅއᅮҪӀ⽙ׂⱘⳂⱘǄҪӀᰃᛇ㽕خᔃ᳆ⱘ䕂ᄤ䖬ᰃᅠ㕢᮴㔎
ⱘ䕂ᄤ˛
㽕䖒ࠄ⒵ᑊϡᆍᯧ ˈ៥Ӏ䳔㽕ᣕПҹᘦⱘ㒗дǄ៥Ӏᖙ䳔᳝㗤ᖗˈ䳔㽕ϔѯ
ᯊ䯈ˊ
ৃᰃ៥Ӏϡৃҹᡞ㗤ᖗঞ䐝䎢⏋Ўϔ䇜Ǆԣڣᮄࡴവ䖭ḋⱘජᏖ䞠ˈ䆌Ҏ
ؒѢᢪᓊׂ㸠ⱘᯊ䯈ǄҪӀⳌֵ㞾Ꮕ≵᳝ᯊ䯈ׂ㸠ᰃׂ㸠ҪӀⱘ⫳ੑЁᑊ
ϡ䞡㽕
ϔᮍ䴶ˈ䙷ѯ䴲ᐌ䅸ⳳׂ㸠ⱘҎˈгৃ㛑䘛Ϟೄ䲒Ǆ ҪӀ䖿ϡঞᕙ㽕㦋ᕫ៤
ህˈৃᰃࣚᖭড㗠䇃џǄ
ᔧ✊ ԯ䰔᳒㒣ϔ䚼㒣䞠ᦤࠄׂ㸠Ҏৃҹϗ᮹ݙ䆕ᕫ߱ᵰǄ ݊ᅲˈ
ԯ䰔ᯊҷ⹂ᅲ᳝↨Ϭা䯏њԯ䰔ⱘহᓔ⼎֓ᓔᙳǄ
䖭ৃϡᰃᎻড়ぎえᴹ亢Ǆ 䖭ѯҎׂ㸠Ϟ᳝┰ˈҪӀ䖛এϪᏆׂߎ䖭Ͼ
㛑Ǆ
ᔧ៥䖭М䇈᳝Ҏৃ㛑Ӯ䇃ҹЎᑨ䆹ᬒᓗ⽙ׂˈЎҪӀ䖛এϪ≵᳝⽙ׂⱘ㒣
偠ǄĀଞʽ᮶✊៥ࠡϪ≵᳝㒣偠ˈ⦄ᓔྟজ᳝ԩᛣНʽā
ᬒᓗᰃ᳔㊳ⱘ䗝ᢽǄ៥Ӏ㽕ᇱ䆩ˈԚᰃऩऩᇱ䆩ᰃϡⱘǄ៥Ӏ䳔㽕ℷ㊒䖯ˈ
Ў㊒䖯ৃҹᰃℷ⹂ϡℷ⹂ǄेՓخџг㽕⫼ℷ㊒䖯Ǆ៥Ӏⱘߎথᖗ䆌ᰃ
ⱘˈԚ᳝ৃ㛑Ӯᛮ⯈㗠خ䫭џǄ
䖭䞠ˈ៥㽕ᔎ䇗ⱘᰃˈᖗᗹഄㄝᕙདⱘ៤ᵰ㚃ᅮϡᰃℷ㊒䖯Ǆ
Ԛᰃབᵰ៥Ӏ⫼ᖗ✻ⴔԯ䰔ⱘᬭ䇆ˈࡾᅲ䏉ᬭ⊩ˈ⏤⏤ഄˈ៥Ӏ㚃ᅮӮׂ㸠
ⱘ䘧䏃Ϟ᳝᠔ᬊ㦋ˈेՓ៤ᵰϔᓔྟᯊᑊϡᰒ㨫Ǆ
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